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 Comment on tail carriage
________________________________________

 

This comment was made on apsobreeder list, hosted by Dr. Catherine Marley

Jim & Nancy Plunkett wrote:

For those who may not have read the 1934 Crufts Critique by Geoffrey Hayes, I have
copied it below.  One will recognize the phrase "Gay and assertive, though chary of
strangers" that was adopted for use in the standard.  He makes several comments on tail,
character and muzzle shape.
 
Nancy
 
"APSOS----I decided to go for type. In body rather like a Border Terrier, slightly longer if
anything. In head, shape very like one, skull slightly narrower and side ear carriage
though. The distinctive coat and undercoat. The head furnishing in the shape of dark ear
tips, the beard of the predominant colour (preferably heavily mixed with black like the ear
tips). The long whiskers on the either side of the muzzle, and the heavy head hair hanging
over the face. The tail is a very distinctive feature being carried screwed tight over
the back. Those country bred have a peculiar kink at the tip, which is very
noticeable. I ignored this latter, as I do not yet know the origin or perhaps cause.

The eye should not be too prominent, and typical expression of the face really requires to
be seen, as it is difficult to describe.

I did not stress the golden colour as this is not fixed for the breed, also I know that parti-
coloured sometimes throw golden puppies and vice versa.

I use the word Lhasa dog as indicative of distinctiveness of type. There are small dogs all
over Tibet, of course. I did not find a dog with the complete combination of the
characteristics I was looking for. Type I found, and then lack of coat and of furnishings.
Nice coats in two or three cases, and then slight lack of type in eye, face and tails.
The character of the dog is rather gay and assertive, though chary of strangers.
Some dogs would not stand up properly for their owners. It is hard to judge a dog
or bitch which is doubled up like a boiled shrimp. This is not characteristic of the
breed. Leg hair was not thick enough all through. When the standard is fixed and type is
known, a dog out of coat and without head furnishings, and lacking leg hair, will have little
or no chance, of course. Two or three dogs dogs and bitches low down in the placings were
in much better coat than some of the higher ones.

One white dog which took my fancy in the ring very much at first glance, I could
not place on examination. The round eye, domed head and flat face, also the tail,
made it of different type altogether, the outlook being nearer to that of the
Japanese Spaniel or Pekingese. Though I did not know this at the time I ascertained
afterwards this dog had been bred from a dog and bitch imported from China.

I give below my rough notes made just after judging, taken with the above remarks they
should speak for themselves without elaboration.

Dogs----Winner, Zizi; just sufficient type, with good condition of coat and good head
furnishings. Second, Taktru, good type and size, better golden colour than first, not in good
coat and a little out of condition. Third, Lhasa; an old dog, parti-coloured, put up on
account of Lhasa type over better conditioned and furnished dogs. (I would like to see in
condition) Reserve, Langtru; nice little dog, good coat and correct head
furnishings, would not hold tail up.

Bitches----Winner, Drenjong Droma; nice type, not in best coat, good golden colour, typical
head though this lacked furnishings, placed on type. Second, Lamo; like first, younger,
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should furnish up later. Third, Lugu; better head furnishings than those above, coat
in better condition, eye not so good, and shy. Reserve, Sona; another shy one,
good coat, head nice, typical furnishings, a nice little bitch.

In special Breeders the bitch Lamo was placed over Taiping, this on type. The latter, a
taking little dog, too domed in skull, too round in eye, too flat in foreface for
Tibetan type."

Nancy Plunkett
www.tabu-pa.com

Thank you, Nancy for posting this excerpt fro Hayes'  judging.  It is so important to the understanding of this
breed (as it is with everything) to evaluate the present in the context of the history.  Our Standards, like our
breed, did not arrive full blown yesterday.  They have been evolving together over at least the past century. 
In view of that, in order to lay claim to any real knowledge of the breed, it is just as important to understand
it's standard in longitudinal aspect (time) as in cross section (the now). 

-- 
Regards, Cathy Marley
http://www.lhasa-apso.org

__._,_.___
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